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Hot Flash Catcher Created By Two Minnesota Sisters 

Provides A Fast And Easy Solution To Female Hot Flashes 

Minneapolis, Minn. - Two Minnesota sisters have created a unique solution to female 
hot flashes, which is fast, easy to use and does not involve drugs, supplements or any 
diet/clothing changes. According to some women who use their new product, the Hot 
Flash Catcher™ scarf can stop a hot flash in its tracks.  

Sisters Becky Pierce and Voni Cameron have created a simple and attractive black 
and pink designer scarf, which is draped around the neck when a hot flash starts. The 
scarf is unobtrusive and made out of a special fabric that absorbs body heat.  When 
draped around the neck at the beginning of a hot flash, the sisters believe that the scarf 
interrupts the body’s signal for heat and results in stopping or reducing the intensity of 
the hot flash, immediately restoring comfort levels. 

The sisters said: “The Hot Flash Catcher was designed by women for women and our 
new product was successfully tested by women with various degrees of hot flashes.” 
They also indicated that hot flashes are not just from menopause, but are also suffered 
by those treated for cancer and other diseases. 

The new Hot Flash Catcher scarves are stored in zip type plastic bags ready for use. 
They can be located in a purse, on a nightstand or in any convenient place.  Feedback 
from users indicate women are excited to experience how fast the Hot Flash Catcher 
can catch a hot flash and restore body comfort levels.  The sisters believe their product 
makes for an inexpensive and perfect gift for any time of the year.  

Additional information can be found at www.hotflashcatcher.com or on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/hotflashcatcher. Becky Pierce is available to discuss the sister’s 
hot flash solution and why they consider it the best natural solution currently available 
on the market.  You can reach Becky with the above contact information or by using 
the online contact form at www.hotflashcatcher.com. 
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